
Hyde’s Hose HogTM slitter blades and hand knives 
provide hose cut-off operations the highest quality and 
performance available.  Hose HogTM slitter blades 
hold up to the toughest 
industrial hose, while  
producing a cleaner cut 
than can be achieved with abrasive 
wheels.  Hose HogTM hand knives offer dependable 
performance with great portability and can be used 
across the shop! 

 

Whether you’re cutting hydraulic, plastic,     
Teflon, metal or industrial rubber hose, Hyde 
Industrial Blade Solutions has you covered.   

Hand Knives for Hose Cut-Off Operations 

Steel slitter blades slice through hose for cleaner 
cut than abrasive wheels produce.  The slicing 
action means less deformation and less clean-up 
after the cut.  A simple, straightforward solution … 
just what you’d expect from Hyde!  Hose HogTM 
slitter blades are available with bevel or wavy 
scallop 

 

Hyde hand knives provide portability and flexibility 
when cutting hose - they go where you go!  
They’re great for maintenance departments as 
well as repairmen on the go, who may have to 
fabricate or repair hoses “on-site”, away from the 
power cut-off saw.  Three Hose HogTM hand blade 
configurations ensure there’s a knife that meets 
your needs. 

Machine Blades for Hose Cut-Off Operations 
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HOSE CUT-OFF BLADES 
Hyde Hose Hog 

scallop edges.  The bevel edge offers versatility for 
cutting all types of hose.  The wavy scallop edge is 
specially designed for any hose with a significant 
amount of steel in it - the wavy cutting action requires 
less pressure to make the cut, extending blade life. 

“Hyde blades are a critical part of 
our hose fabrication operations.  
Hyde blades give us fast, clean 

cuts, day in and day out. 
 

HOSE FABRICATION SHOP SUPERVISOR 
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20550 - a heavy-duty hook knife that really cuts it!  Hollow ground .072” chrome vanadium steel blade with 5° off-
set angle for easier cutting.  Rugged, rubberized handle has no-slip textured grip, hand guard and no-roll shape. 
 

20600 - this truly handy knife features a serrated blade for extra cutting power for sawing the toughest hose or  
rubber material.  Hollow ground .072” chrome vanadium steel blade with 5° offset angle for easier cutting.        
Rugged, rubberized handle has no-slip textured grip, hand guard and no-roll shape. 
 

60118 - a multi-purpose hand knife, featuring a 1” chrome vanadium blade with a precision hollow ground cutting 
edge.  The wavy blade design allows it to cut all types of hose, rubber and other materials without binding.       
Rugged, rubberized handle has no-slip textured grip, hand guard and no-roll shape.   
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Hyde Hose Hog 
HOSE CUT-OFF BLADES 
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Slitter Blades for Hose Cut-Off Operations 

Hand Knives for Hose Cut-Off Operations 

Cuts hydraulic, metal, PTFE, plastic and industrial rubber hose 

Durable M2 tool steel body for longer life 

Produces clean, sharp cuts reduce hose deformation and shorten 
clean-up time 

Re-sharpenable for longer blade life 

Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

Ask for our cut-off blade recommendations and usage guide 

ALL HYDE HOSE HOG™ HAND KNIVES ARE “GUARANTEED FOREVER”  


